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Abstract
In this work, we investigate the problem of mitigating interference between so called antenna
domains of a cloud radio access network (C-RAN). In contrast to previous work, we turn to an approach
utilizing primarily the optimal assignment of users to central processors in a C-RAN deployment. We
formulate this user assignment problem as an integer optimization problem, and propose an iterative
algorithm for obtaining a solution. Motivated by the lack of optimality guarantees on such solutions, we
opt to find lower bounds on the problem, and the resulting interference leakage in the network. We thus
derive the corresponding Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, formulate the dual problem, and show that the
former offers a tighter bound than the latter. We highlight the fact that the bounds in question consist of
linear problems with an exponential number of variables, and adapt the column generation method for
solving them. In addition to shedding light on the tightness of the bounds in question, our numerical
results show significant sum-rate gains over several comparison schemes. Moreover, the proposed scheme
delivers similar performance as W-MMSE with a significantly lower complexity (around 10 times less).
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2I. INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that the total volume data is expected to increase by tenfold, between
2013 and 2019 [1], whereby mobile data constitutes the largest fraction. In view of meeting this
exponentially increasing demand, 5G systems have to deliver ever-increasing data rates. Such
increases are usually met by acquiring new spectrum, realizing higher spectral efficiency, and
leveraging densification. From a historical perspective, a significant fraction of the gains in data
rates are due to densification [2], that inevitably lead more and more to the need to coordinate
the interference between different base stations.
An extensive body of work suggests that in general, coordination among (clusters of) base
stations is a key to achieving higher sum-rates in the network, namely, the ideas of Coordinated
Multi-point (CoMP) [3], [4] and Interference Alignment (IA) [5], [6]. However, in cellular
networks of the forth generation, the overhead associated with distributed coordination algo-
rithms has been identified as major limiting factor to reaping of the above mentioned sum-rate
gains (e.g., [7], [8]). Lately, novel architectures such as Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN)
have emerged as an enabler for coordinating transmit antennas in a dense deployment. The
original ideas behind C-RAN, i.e., the feasibility of connected base stations (BSs), can be traced
back to [9]. Typically, a C-RAN consists of Remote Radio-Heads (RRHs) (also referred to as
radio-heads), assumed to have limited baseband/processing capabilities, and are connected to
the so-called central processors (CPs). Central processors act as centralized compute nodes,
that gather all the required Channel State Information (CSI) from a cluster of connected radio-
heads, perform the required optimization (e.g., precoding), and send the resulting parameters to
the relevant radio-heads. An Antenna Domain (AD) is the collection of radio-heads connected
to a particular central processor. 1 When multiple antenna domains (multi-AD) are present in
the system, this inevitably results in intra- and inter-AD interference, that limit the network
performance. In this work, we focus on managing the latter, while assuming that the former is
effectively handled via precoding, such that its effect can be neglected.
With the exception of [12], all prior C-RAN work focused on managing intra-AD interference
only, by considering a network with one central processor. For instance, the authors in [11]
investigated dynamic clustering of radio-heads, where users within each cluster are served in a
Joint Transmission (JT)-like manner. The same model was adopted in [13] and [14], where the
1This can also be termed as distributed antenna systems [10], macro-cell (in the context of HetNets) [11], BS cluster [3], etc.
3authors consider the problem of forming clusters of radio-heads in the presence of caching and
multi-cast transmission. A similar model for coordination was employed in [15], focusing on
energy efficient transmission instead. In [16], (looser) coordination among the radio-heads within
the antenna domain was investigated, where Coordinated Beamforming (CB)-type precoding was
employed.
Thus, managing intra-AD interference has been addressed fairly well, in the C-RAN literature.
However, the issue of inter-AD interference in a multi-AD setup, remains open. We underline
that distributed algorithms for precoder optimization (e.g., leakage minimization [17], minimum
MSE [18], W-MMSE [19]) can, in principle, be applied to mitigate inter-AD interference.
However, state-of-the-art approaches such as W-MMSE [19], exhibit slow convergence (hun-
dreds/thousands of iterations for moderate system size) and elevated complexity (per iteration).
Moreover, increased system dimensions (e.g., users, antennas, radio-heads) result in even higher
number of required iterations [20], and thus increased delay. This is particularly problematic,
especially when bearing in mind the small scheduling time slots envisioned in C-RAN, and
lower channel coherence times (due to increased mobility). Such issues severely limit the
scalability of W-MMSE-type approaches, thus making them ill-suited for densely deployed C-
RANs (detailed in Sec. V-E). Finally, by alleviating the requirement that coordination algorithms
be distributed, C-RAN opens-up the possibility to leverage fully centralized approaches, to
interference management: this opportunity should naturally be explored.
Our approach addresses the above limitations, by proposing a low-complexity algorithm for
user assignment. This problem is (mathematically) related to the user assignment and precoder
design in a MISO Interfering Broadcast Channel (IBC), in the context of traditional cellular
networks. We thus survey the most relevant ones. Several works have addressed the problem
of joint precoding and user assignment, however, for the optimization of power and energy
efficiency (e.g., [21], [22]). [23] considered a HetNet setup, where each cell consisted of several
inter-connected BSs, focusing however on the different problem of joint precoding and BS
clustering, for sum-rate maximization. The authors in [24] tackle the joint optimization of user
assignment and precoding, by extending the well-known W-MMSE algorithm [19]: despite its
(local) optimality guarantees, the resulting algorithm is prohibitively complex for setups smaller
than the one considered here [25], and thus ill-suited even for benchmarking.
Before the popularization of the CRAN terminology, similar ideas existed, under the um-
brella of distributed antenna systems (DAS). In [10], [26], the authors consider a mixture of
4instantaneous and statistical CSI at the central processor. Specifically, [10] considers multiple
single-antenna users in each cell and investigates the problem of joint beamforming design that
maximizes the instantaneous weighted sum rate of the system. On the other hand, [26] considers
a single multi-antenna user in each cell, and solves the ergodic sum rate maximization problem
in a nearly-optimal manner via joint optimization of (diagonal) input covariance matrices for all
users. Nevertheless, both works focus on optimal/near-optimal precoding design, while the user
assignment remains unchanged. Contrary to these works, we assume that instantaneous CSI is
available at each central processor, through a fast inter-AD backhaul. Moreover, we focus on
the user assignment problem, rather than precoding.
The issue of inter-AD interference mitigation in a multi-AD C-RAN setting was first addressed
in our earlier work [12]. We investigated the optimal assignment of radio-heads to antenna
domains, assuming CB-type precoding within each antenna domain - that cannot fully suppress
intra-AD interference. Naturally, higher performance can be achieved by assuming tighter co-
ordination among the radio-heads of each antenna domain, e.g., joint transmission within each
antenna domain.
We consider such a setup in this work, and investigate the optimal assignment of users to
antenna domains, assuming that intra-AD interference is effectively handled (by leveraging any
of the aforementioned works, and thus assume it is negligible). More specifically, we focus on
theoretical aspects of the user assignment (UA) problem: Given an initial state (i.e., assignment
of users to radio-heads, and radio-heads to central processors), we study the optimal assignment
of users to antenna domains, using the total interference leakage as performance metric. The
main contributions of the paper are the following:
• We formulate the UA problem as an integer optimization problem, and then employ Block-
Coordinate Descent (BCD) to iteratively solve the problem.
• The lack of theoretical guarantees on the obtained solution, as well as the complicated
nature of the problem, motivates us to find useful and meaningful lower bounds on the UA
problem (since it represents the total interference leakage). For that purpose, we derive the
corresponding Dantzig-Wolfe (DW) decomposition (a Linear Program (LP) with exponen-
tially many variables), and adapt the Column Generation Method (CGM) to compute the
DW lower bound. We shed light on the tightness of the DW decomposition, by deriving
simple bounds on the error. We also derive the dual problem (a natural lower bound), and
show that the DW lower bound is tighter than that of the dual problem.
5• We provide some numerical results that highlight the performance of our proposed algorithm
(we include W-MMSE in the simulation results, for benchmarking purposes only). Moreover,
for typical mobility patterns of terminals, the proposed scheme is robust to some degree of
outdated CSI, allowing a significant reduction of the involved overhead.
• The proposed algorithm provides similar performance as W-MMSE, however with a dras-
tically lower complexity.
Sec. II is dedicated to developing the system model, Sec. III to presenting our problem formula-
tion and the proposed algorithm, Sec. IV to detailing the proposed relaxations/decompositions,
and Sec. V to presenting/discussing numerical results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Notation
We use bold upper-case letters to denote matrices, bold lower-case letters to denote vectors, and
calligraphic letters to denote sets. Furthermore, for a given matrix A, σmax[A] / σmin[A] denote
the largest/smallest singular value, tr(A) denotes its trace, [A]i:j denotes the matrix formed by
taking columns i to j of A, ‖A‖2F its Frobenius norm, AT its transpose, and A† its conjugate
transpose. [A]i,j = ai,j denotes element (i, j) of matrix A, and [a]i element i of vector a. For any
two vectors x,y (resp. matrices X,Y ), inequalities such as x ≤ y (resp. X ≤ Y ) hold element-
wise. While In denotes the n × n identity matrix, 1 denotes the all-one vector, 0 denotes the
all-zero vector, of appropriate dimension. Moreover, en is the nth vector of the canonical basis
(having appropriate dimension), B denotes the binary set, and Z+ denotes the set of natural
numbers. Given a set X , |X | denotes its cardinality, and conv(X ) its convex hull. Given an
optimization problem (P ), series of equivalent ones are denoted as (P2), (P3), etc.
B. Model and Assumptions
We consider the operation of a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) deployment. Assume
a large area, comprising of A central processors, NT remote radio-heads, and UT users. Each
central processor is connected to N radio-heads via wireless/wired links, where each radio-head
is serving a set of users. We refer to the collection of radio-heads connected to each central
processor as an antenna domain. Thus, each antenna domain is serving a set of users (thereby
abstracting the operation of the radio-heads in the system). Each antenna domain comprises of
6N radio-heads and U users. 2 We denote by A the set of central processors, U the set of users
served by antenna domain j ∈ A, and UT the set of all users, i.e., UT = {jn | j ∈ A, n ∈ U}.
We assume that each radio-head is equipped withM antennas, while users have a single antenna
each.
Central processors in C-RAN perform generally all digital processing in uplink and downlink.
Note that in the following we only consider downlink operations. Thus, they gather CSI from all
the users (via the radio-heads), perform the required scheduling/optimization of radio resources,
and communicate the chosen resource allocations to the radio-heads along with the payload
data to be transmitted. We further assume that central processors can communicate with each
other over a fast backbone, without quantifying the cost of this communication in the considered
optimization problem. This enables the availability of global and perfect CSI at each of the central
processors, at the beginning of each scheduling time-slot. We assume full-buffer mode for all
users, i.e. there is a continuous backlog of data for each user in the system to be transmitted by
the cellular network. The different radio-heads within each antenna domain are assumed to be
tightly synchronized, i.e., at the carrier level, essentially acting as a large virtual antenna array. A
main motivation for C-RAN is to find ways of leveraging global CSI, in order to manage antennas
in a dense deployment (thus requiring such an assumption). We also note that any algorithm that
coordinates antennas across different central processors, is likely to require such levels of CSI.
We underline at this point that such assumptions are widespread in C-RAN related performance
studies (e.g., [11], [13], [14]). Moreover, their implications are further discussed in Sec. V-E.
We further assume that precoding within each antenna domain is designed to reduce intra-AD
interference. For instance, this may be accomplished by finding the zero-forcing or leakage
minimizing precoder [17], for intra-AD users. We thus assume that interference is negligible for
users within the same antenna domain. We briefly discuss means of realizing this design in the
numerical results, and Appendix B. Fig. 1 shows the resulting system model.
We assume that an initial assignment of users to antenna domains already exists. Hence, jn
denotes the index of the nth user, in the jth antenna domain, jn ∈ UT. Then, its received signal
2While quantities such as U , N , U vary across different antenna domains (i.e., Uj , Nj , Uj), we drop the subscript for notation
simplicity (without loss of generality). We also drop any time-related indexes.
7is given by
yjn =
∑
q∈U
hj,jnvjqsjq
√
pj +
∑
im∈UT
i 6=j
hi,jnv imsim
√
pi + njn (1)
where hi,jn ∈ C1×MN is the (MISO) channel from antenna domain i to user jn, v im ∈ CMN×1
the beamforming vector to user im ∈ UT, sim the data symbol for user im ∈ UT such that
E[sims
†
im
] = 1, njn the AWGN noise for user jn ∈ UT such that E[njnn†jn] = σ2jn , and pj the
transmit power for antenna domain j ∈ A (where we assume equal power allocation among
users of the same antenna domain). While the first term in (1) represents intra-AD interference,
the second one denotes inter-AD interference.
Moreover, neglecting the intra-AD interference, we rewrite the received signal and SINR as,
yjn = sjn
√
p
j
+
∑
im∈UT
im 6=jn
hi,jnv imsim
√
p
i
+ njn
γjn =
pj∑
im∈UT
im 6=jn
pi|hi,jnv im |2 + σ2jn
. (2)
We define the SNR of user jn ∈ UT as SNRjn = pj/σ2jn . Note that the above signal model,
SINR, and sum-rate are identical to those of a MISO IBC. In that sense, ‘antenna domain’ and
‘cell’ are mathematically equivalent. However, in the C-RAN literature the nomenclature for
‘cell’ and ‘antenna domain’ are purposely distinguished: Indeed, one of the main motivations
for C-RAN is to resolve the traditional ‘cell’ concept.
C. Problem Statement
Assuming optimal encoding/decoding, and treating interference as noise, the achievable sum-
rate of the network is given by
RΣ =
∑
jn∈UT
log2(1 + γjn) . (3)
In this work we are interested in maximizing the sum-rate of the network. Note that in
general, it is well known that the multi-cell multi-user sum-rate optimization problem is NP-
hard [27]. Thus, tackling ‘surrogate problems’ to sum-rate maximization is an inevitable next
step: This is evidenced by the overwhelming number of previous works, in the context of multi-
cell coordination, focusing on minimizing the interference leakage[17], minimizing the total
MSE [18], maximizing per-stream SINR [17], and only a few works that have directly addressed
the sum-rate problem (e.g., [19], [28]). Moreover, approaches that attempt to maximize the sum-
rate (e.g., W-MMSE [19] and W-MMSE with UA [24]), suffer from slow convergence and
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elevated complexity that make them unfit for ultra-dense networks - which are quite prevalent
in future cellular networks [29].
With the above in mind, we optimize the interference leakage. We focus on sub-optimal but
fast heuristics (with some analytical guarantees), especially since the amount of remote radio-
heads, users and antenna domains is likely to be quite high in C-RAN systems. It will also
become clear that despite this simplification, the resulting optimization problems are still quite
challenging.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We assume that initially, each antenna domain selects precoders that reduce the intra-AD
interference. Our approach focuses on the user assignment step that is chosen jointly among the
antenna domains, to further minimize the interference leakage.
A. Interference Coupling Coefficients and User Assignment
We denote by ψim,jn the so-called interference coupling coefficient between users im and jn,
ψim,jn = pi|hi,jnv im|2, ∀ (im, jn) ∈ U2T , im 6= jn .
9ψim,jn denotes the interference that the transmission to user im ∈ UT, causes to user jn ∈ UT
(recall that ψim,jn 6= ψjn,im). Let Ψ ∈ RUT×UT+ be the matrix formed by gathering all the coupling
coefficients
[Ψ]jn,im =


ψjn,im, ∀i 6= j
0, ∀i = j
, ∀ (jn, im) ∈ U2T . (4)
With that in mind, gjn , the total interference leakage seen by user jn ∈ UT, is given by,
gjn ,
∑
k∈A
∑
l∈A
l 6=k

∑
im∈UT
im 6=jn
xk,imψim,jnxl,jn

 (5)
where xk,jn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ jn ∈ UT, k ∈ A be the assignment variable for user jn to antenna
domain k. Recall that we previously assumed that user jn is already assigned to antenna domain
j. Hence, xk,jn models the potential re-assignment of user jn (assigned to antenna domain j
initially), to antenna domain k. Various initial assignments could be utilized. For instance, this
could relate to the assignment from the previous period. Alternatively, an assignment based on
the strongest channels could be used to initialize the system. Note in the above equation that
we only account for interference, when users im and jn are in different antenna domains (since
intra-AD interference is assumed negligible, through an appropriate choice of precoding). The
total interference leakage, f , is then defined as f ,
∑
jn∈UT
gjn , and re-written as,
f ,
∑
k∈A
∑
l∈A
l 6=k

∑
jn∈UT
∑
im∈UT
im 6=jn
xk,im(pihi,jnv imv
†
im
h†i,jn)xl,jn

 . (6)
Note that a joint optimization of the set of assignment variables {xk,im}, and the set of precoding
vectors {vim}, is infeasible. Moreover, an alternating minimization approach is of little interest,
as explained below (Remark 1).
Remark 1. Looking at (6) intuitively suggests an alternating optimization, where {xk,im} and
{v im} are alternately and iteratively optimized. However, convergence for such an algorithm
cannot be proven. It is well-understood that convergence of alternating optimization can only be
shown when both the precoding and assignment subproblems are solved to optimality [30].
Clearly, it is not possible to solve the latter using any polynomial-time algorithm, as it is
NP-hard. This limitation from alternately optimizing both quantities, is the chief reason for
focusing on the assignment problem only in the following. Additionally, while an alternating
optimization approach would yield better performance, it would naturally incur larger complexity
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and communication overhead. We recall that this goes against our main design criteria, of
suboptimal yet fast solutions to leakage minimization.
Our focus is thus on the assignment problem. Despite this apparent simplification, a main
finding of this work is that the problem is still intractable. Considering the user assignment only,
we thus express the total leakage as a function of all the assignment variables, {xk,im}:
f({xk,im}) ,
∑
k∈A
∑
l∈A
l 6=k

∑
jn∈UT
∑
im∈UT
im 6=jn
xk,imψim,jnxl,jn

 . (7)
Recall that due to the assumed precoding, the inter-AD interference leakage coincides with the
total interference leakage, f , in the system. We have illustrated all the above in a simple toy
example (Fig. 2).
Problem 1 (User Assignment (UA)). Given an initial state (i.e., assignment of users to radio-
heads, and radio-heads to central processors), the UA problem is given by the optimal assignment
of users to antenna domains, w.r.t. minimizing the total interference leakage in the system. The
corresponding optimization problem results in the following integer program:
(P )


min
{xk,jn}
f =
∑
k∈A
∑
l 6=k
(
∑
jn∈UT
∑
im 6=jn
xk,imψim,jnxl,jn)
s. t.
∑
im∈UT
xk,im = ρk, ∀k ∈ A ,
∑
k∈A xk,im ≤ 1, ∀im ∈ UT
xk,im ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(k, im) ∈ A× UT .
The first constraint specifies that ρk ∈ Z+ users are to be assigned to each antenna domain
(where ρk < U), i.e., the loading constraint. We introduce this constraint for the sake of load
balancing (i.e., to prevent highly asymmetric cases where all users get assigned to one antenna
domain, while the rest are idle). Moreover, the second constraint, i.e., the assignment constraint,
ensures that each user is assigned to at most one antenna domain.
We first start by rewriting (P ) in vector and matrix form - both of which will be used later. Let
xk = [xk,11 , · · · , xk,AU ]T , xk ∈ BUT , ∀k ∈ A denote the assignment vector for central processor
k, and X the aggregate assignment matrix for the system, i.e., X = [x1, ....,xA] ∈ BUT×A.
Proposition 1. (P ) can be rewritten in equivalent vector form,
(P2)


min f({xk}) =
∑
k∈A
∑
l 6=k x
T
kΨxl
s. t.
∑
k∈Axk ≤ 1, 1Txk = ρk, xk ∈ BUT , ∀k ∈ A
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and matrix form
(P3)
{
min f(X ) = tr(XTΨXΩ) s. t. X1 ≤ 1, X ∈ Sρ .
Sρ denotes the set of all UT×A binary matrices, that satisfy the loading constraint, Sρ , {Q ∈
BUT×A | QT1 = ρ} where ρ , [ρ1, ..., ρA]T , and Ω , 11T − IA.
Proof: The derivations are shown in Appendix A.
It can be seen from (P2) that f is not jointly convex in all the variables, due to the coupling
among them. However, we underline the inherent multi-linear nature of f (taken separately in
each variable, f is linear), that we exploit for the optimization. We underline that the UA problem
and solution take a simple form, in the case of two antenna domains. We have thus proposed an
equivalent of (P2) that enables a straightforward and systematic solution (all details are relegated
to Appendix G).
B. Proposed Algorithm
We first present the following definition.
Definition 1 (Integrality Property for LP). Consider the binary linear program:
(BLP ) x⋆ = min
x
cTx, s. t. x ∈ C, x ∈ BN ,
and its continuous relaxation (CR) (also known as LP relaxation),
(CR) xˆ = min
x
cTx, s. t. x ∈ C, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
where C is a convex set. C is said to satisfy the integrality property if all its vertexes correspond
to binary vectors: Then, the so-called continuous relaxation (CR) is optimal [31], i.e., xˆ = x⋆.
Due to the coupled nature of the objective function of (P2), we leverage the well known Block-
Coordinate Descent (BCD) method, that has been applied to several areas of signal processing,
e.g., transceiver optimization in cellular networks [17]–[19], [32]. In what follows, n denotes
the iteration number, i.e., x
(n)
k denotes the value of xk at the nth iteration. We denote by z
(n)
k =
{x(n+1)1 , ...,x(n+1)k−1 ,x(n)k+1, ...,x(n)A } the block of fixed variables, for the update of antenna domain
k, at the nth iteration.
We let f(xk, z
(n)
k ) denote the function f(xk), when the variables in block z
(n)
k are fixed, which
can be written as
f(xk, z
(n)
k ) = x
T
kΨ
(
k−1∑
l=1
x
(n+1)
l +
A∑
l=k+1
x
(n)
l
)
, xTk r
(n)
k (8)
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where r
(n)
k is referred to as the residual of antenna domain k, at the nth iteration. Looking at the
above equation, f(xk, z
(n)
k ) is linear in xk, implying that f is linear in each block of variables.
The application of BCD yields the following update for xk, at the nth iteration.
x
(n+1)
k =
{
argmin
xk
f(xk, z
(n)
k ) s. t. 1
Txk = ρk, xk ≤ ωk, xk ∈ BUT (9)
where ωk , 1 −
∑
l 6=k xl is the set of feasible assignments for xk. The above problem belongs
to the class of Mixed-Integer Linear Programs (MILPs). Moreover, it is a special case of the
generalized assignment problem (GAP). Though the generic formulation of GAP is known to be
NP-hard, we exploit the particular structure of (9) (i.e., the integer constraints are binary ones), to
show that it is equivalent to a LP. Let C be the set formed by the first two constraints in (9), i.e.,
C = {1Txk = ρk, xk ≤ ωk}. Note that ρk is integer (by definition) and ωk is a binary vector (by
construction). Then, a simple argument can be put forth to show that the vertexes/extreme points
of C can only be binary vectors (the proof is similar to [31]), and thus satisfies the integrality
property: its continuous relaxation yields the optimal solution (detailed in Definition 1). Another
way to show that (9) satisfies the integrality property is to write its feasible set in the form,
Axk ≥ c, and verify that A is a totally unimodular matrix. Thus, the last problem is equivalent to,
x
(n+1)
k =
{
argmin
xk
f(xk, z
(n)
k ) s. t. 1
Txk = ρk, 0 ≤ xk ≤ ωk (10)
As seen from (8), when {xl}l 6=k are fixed, the cost function decouples in xk. Thus, given
global knowledge of Ψ and assignments from all other central processors, then the optimal
update for xk is done locally at antenna domain k (by solving (10), a linear program). The
optimal update for xk at antenna domain k, is a function of the assignments at all the other
antenna domains (that thus have to be shared): Given assignments from other antenna domains,
(x
(n+1)
1 , ...,x
(n+1)
k−1 ,x
(n)
k+1, ...,x
(n)
A ), antenna domain k forms the residual r
(n)
k , and can proceed
to solve the corresponding LP, and update x
(n+1)
k . The process is formalized in Algorithm 1.
Note that the proposed approach could also be realized centrally at one central processor, if the
corresponding channel knowledge is provided to that point of computations. In the following we
nevertheless present the user assignment algorithm as a decentralized approach.
C. Convergence
Let {x(n)k }n be the sequence of iterates produced by the BCD in (10), and xok , limn→∞{x(n)k }n,
∀ k ∈ A. The monotonic nature of the BCD iterates was established in our earlier work [12],
and is presented below for completeness.
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Algorithm 1 UA via BCD
Input: Ψ, UT, ρ, A
for n = 0, 1, · · · , LUA − 1 do
// procedure at each central processor
obtain (x
(n+1)
1 , ...,x
(n+1)
k−1 ,x
(n)
k+1, ...,x
(n)
A ) at antenna domain k
compute residual r
(n)
k using (8)
compute feasible assignment ωk using (9)
compute x
(n+1)
k as solution to (10)
end for
Output: X (LUA) = [x
(LUA)
1 , ...,x
(LUA)
A ]
Lemma 1 (Monotonicity). With each update x
(n)
k → x(n)k+1, f is non-increasing. Moreover, the
sequence of function iterates {f(x(n)1 , ...,x(n)A )}n converges to a limit point f(xo1, · · · ,xoA).
Proof: Refer to Appendix C
Although the above result establishes the convergence of the proposed BCD method, it only
establishes convergence to a limit. However, showing that this limit is a stationary point of f is
not possible under the BCD framework, due to the coupled nature of the assignment constraint in
(P2). Even the strongest BCD convergence results such as [33] cannot establish that. Therefore,
we resort to finding lower bounds on the leakage problem, which we develop in the next section.
But before that, we outline the system-level operation of Algorithm 1.
D. System-Level Operation of Proposed Algorithm
Starting from a given deployment of central processors, radio-heads and users, users are
initially assigned to antenna domains, for example based on strongest channels. The method
described in this section, is merely a ‘wrapper’ that describes how Algorithm 1 operates, form
a system-level perspective, shown below.
System-Level Operation of Proposed Approach
Start with a given users-to-antenna domain assignment
Start by computing precoders at each central processor
For each scheduling time-slot:
1. Compute Ψ at each central processor (based on CSI and precoders)
2. Compute UA solution, X (LUA), at each central processor (using Algorithm 1)
3. Assign users to antenna domains, based on UA solution
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4. Match preselected precoders to updated user assignment
Note that the precoders are initializers for Algorithm 1, and not updated iteratively within it.
IV. RELAXATIONS AND PERFORMANCE BOUNDS
Clearly, problems such as (P ) are quite challenging: Despite the widespread effectiveness
of methods such as BCD, even local optimality of the solution cannot be established. Thus, if
we are given a solution using Algorithm 1, we cannot know how ‘good’ or ‘bad’ it might be.
To compensate for such shortcomings, finding meaningful lower bounds on (P ) is of interest.
In the following, for the problem at hand we derive the corresponding Dantzig-Wolfe (DW)
decomposition, and establish that although the resulting problem is a LP, it has exponentially
many variables. We thus adapt the Column Generation Method (CGM), for our particular
problem. We also derive the dual problem for (P ), and show that it yields a looser lower
bound on (P ). In the following, we rely on some definition and notations:
Definition 2 (Special LPs). Consider the following LP,
(LP ) x⋆ = argmin
x∈Rn
cTx, s. t. 1Tx = 1, x ≥ 0 .
Let V be the set of vertexes for (LP ). Then, V = {ei}ni=1, where ei is the ith elementary vector
in Rn. Moreover, for LPs, the optimal solution lies within V - a fundamental result for LPs.
(LP ) x⋆ = argmin cTx, s. t. x ∈ V ⇔ i⋆ = argmin1≤i≤n cTei
and consequently, x⋆ = ei⋆ . Therefore, the solution reduces to searching over the cost c.
We also define the following notation:
Sρ , {Qj}Sj=1, S = |Sρ|, αj , tr(QTjΨQjΩ), ∀j = 1, · · · , S
qj , Qj1 − 1, ∀Qj ∈ Sρ, qj ∈ ZUT
Γ , [q1, · · · , qS], Γ ∈ ZUT×S+ (11)
A. Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition
Initially proposed in their seminal paper [34], the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition has been
widely adopted by the operations research community for finding bounds on integer programming
problems. Based on our above definitions in (11), we can rewrite Sρ and (P3) as,
Sρ = {X =
S∑
j=1
wjQj |
S∑
j=1
wj = 1, wj ∈ B, ∀j} (12)
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(P4)
{
min f(X ) = tr(XTΨXΩ) s. t. X ∈ Sρ, X1 ≤ 1
The above problem is still difficult to tackle, due to the combinatorial nature of X ∈ Sρ . The
DW decomposition proceeds by relaxing X ∈ Sρ into a convex one, by taking its convex hull,
conv(Sρ) = {X =
S∑
j=1
wjQj | 1Tw = 1, 0 ≤ w} . (13)
As a result, every point in conv(Sρ) is represented as a convex combination of the extreme points
of conv(Sρ). Since Sρ ⊆ conv(Sρ), the DW problem is a lower bound on (P4),
(PDW)
{
min f(X) = tr(XTΨXΩ) s. t. X ∈ conv(Sρ), X1 ≤ 1 . (14)
Note that the assignment constraint can be written in an equivalent form,
X1 ≤ 1 ⇔ (
∑
j
wjQj)1 ≤ 1 ⇔
∑
j
wjq j + (
∑
j
wj)1 ≤ 1 ⇔ Γw ≤ 0UT
where the last one follows from the fact that
∑
j wj = 1 (as defined by the DW decomposition).
Moreover, recalling that αj , tr(Q
T
jΨQjΩ), ∀j, and letting w = (w1, · · · , wS)T , (14) becomes,
(PDW)


min
w
fDW(w) = α
Tw
s. t. Γw ≤ 0, 1Tw = 1, w ≥ 0 .
A few remarks are in order at this stage. Note that despite the combinatorial and non-convex
nature of (P ), the DW always results in a linear program (provided that Sρ is a bounded
polyhedron). However, there is the additional caveat that though (PDW) is a LP, it has an
exponential number of variables and therefore is unfit for conventional LP solvers. We thus
adapt the Column Generation Method (CGM), for our particular problem.
1) Solution via Column Generation Method: The Column Generation Method (CGM) attempts
to iteratively solve (PDW), thereby mitigating the need for directly solving it: starting from Γ0
- a matrix consisting of a subset of mo columns of Γ, one first solves the resulting restricted
master problem (RMP), i.e. a reduced version of (PDW). Then, at the lth iteration, one selects an
additional column that is added to Γ0 (or multiple ones), and solves the resulting RMP. Given
a subset X of Sρ, we define Γ(X ) ∈ ZUT×|X |+ as the matrix generated by the X columns of Γ,
and α(X ) ∈ R|X | the corresponding sub-vector of α.
Let To be the initial subset of columns for Γ, such that |To| = mo. At iteration l ≥ 1, given
the previously selected columns Tl−1, and the corresponding optimal solutions for the RMP
at iteration l − 1, pi⋆l−1 and µ⋆l−1, the vector of reduced costs is defined as, dl , α(Zl−1) −
Γˆ(Zl−1)Tµ⋆l−1−pi⋆l−11, where Zl−1 , Sρ/Tl−1 and Γˆ(Tl−1)T = [−Γ(Tl−1)T , IUT ]. Then, the index
of the column to be updated is defined as i⋆l , argmin
i∈Zl−1
[dl]i, and the set of active columns is
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updated as follows: Tl = Tl−1 ∪ {i⋆l }. Essentially, i⋆l is the index of the column in Γ, that is
added to the RMP. Then, the updated RMP at iteration l is denoted by (Rl),
(Rl) : (µ
⋆
l , pi
⋆
l )
{
argmax
µl≥0 , πl
pil s. t. Γˆ(Tl)Tµl + pil1 ≤ α(Tl) (15)
where ml , |Tl| = mo + l, and Γˆ(Tl)T = [−Γ(Tl)T , IUT]. When all reduced costs are non-
negative, the optimal solution has been found, i.e., the solution of the current RMP is the same
as the original problem. Let L be that iteration number, and w⋆(TL), the corresponding RMP
solution. Then, the optimal solution w⋆ of the original problem, (PDW) is given by,
w⋆i =


w⋆i (TL) if i ∈ TL
0, otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ S . (16)
Considering (16), the solution that CGM consists only of the component in w that have a
contribution to the solution (PDW), while setting the rest to zero. Interestingly, in most cases,
despite the exponential size of w, it will have only a few non-zero entries. Note that, in the
worst case, CGM ends up adding all columns in Γ, i.e., solving the original problem (PDW).
However, most often, the algorithm will terminate much earlier than that. Despite its iterative
nature, CGM is an exact method, i.e., w⋆ in (16) is the globally optimal solution to (PDW).
Algorithm 2 DW solution via CGM
Initialization: T0, m0
for l = 1, 2, · · · , S −mo do
Zl ← Sρ/Tl
Update Γ(Tl), Γˆ(Tl),α(Tl), and solve (Rl) to get µ⋆l , pi⋆l
dl ← α(Zl)− Γˆ(Zl)Tµ⋆l − pi⋆l 1
i⋆ ← argmin
i∈Zl
[dl]i
if ( [dl]i⋆ ≤ 0 ) then Tl ← Tl ∪ {i⋆}
else ( [dl]i⋆ > 0 )
Compute optimal solution in (16)
end for
Output: w⋆
2) Tightness of the DW decomposition: As a last step, we shed light on the tightness of the
proposed decomposition. We derive two simple (yet potentially loose) bounds.
Lemma 2 (Bounds on DW decomposition gap). Let X ⋆ and w⋆ be the optimal solutions for the
primal problem (P3) and DW problem (PDW), respectively. Then,
0 ≤ f(X ⋆)− fDW(w⋆) ≤ ησmax[Ψ]− min
1≤j≤S
αj ≤ η(σmax[Ψ]− σmin[Ψ]) (17)
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where η ,
∑
k
∑
l 6=k ρkρl.
Proof: Refer to Appendix D.
Interestingly, while the first bound is tighter, the second one is more informative: The DW
bound is tighter as the largest and smallest singular values of Ψ get closer. In the limit case, the
DW bound is tight, when all the singular values of Ψ are the same.
B. Dual Problem
We start with deriving the dual problem (D) (a natural lower bound), characterize the resulting
duality gap, and compare it to the DW decomposition bound. In Appendix E, we write the dual
problem (D) in a series of equivalent forms, (D1), (D2), etc. Comparing (D7) in (24) to (PDW)
quickly reveals that (D) is a relaxation of (PDW). Consequently, the bound provided by the
DW decomposition is tighter than that of the dual. Since the dual problem is the object of
several investigations in this section, it is natural to inquire about the wideness of the duality
gap: the difference between the optimal solution of (P ) and that of (D). We note that an exact
characterization of the duality gap is clearly infeasible (since one needs optimal solutions for
(P ) and (D)). We thus provide a bound on the gap.
Lemma 3 (Bound on Duality Gap). Let X ⋆ and λ⋆ be the optimal solutions for the primal
problem (P3) and the dual (D) in (22), respectively. Then the duality gap satisfies,
0 ≤ f(X ⋆)− d(λ⋆) ≤ η(σmax[Ψ]− σmin[Ψ]) + 1λ⋆ −
∑
k
ρk min
i
[λ⋆]i (18)
where η ,
∑
k
∑
l 6=k ρkρl.
Proof: Refer to Appendix F
Unlike the bound on the DW gap (Lemma 2), one cannot draw informative conclusions about
potential limit cases, where the duality gap might collapse.
Section Summary: Motivated by the lack of optimality claims on the BCD solution, we
derived lower bounds such as the DW decomposition, and the dual problem. We showed that
the dual problem is a relaxation of the DW problem. Consequently, the DW problem offers
as good a bound as possible (or better) with respect to the dual problem. This in turn implies
that methods based on the DW decomposition (e.g., CGM) yield tighter approximations than
methods based on the dual problem (e.g., dual subgradient ascent, Lagrange relaxation).
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V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
We present in the following a performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm. The eval-
uation is based on simulations, and in addition to comparing our proposed approach to some
benchmark schemes, we also evaluate the presented bounds for the leakage.
Recalling the discussion in Sec.II-C, we note that achieving good sum-rate performance is
intimately linked with interference management. We will provide empirical evidence underlining
the severe limitations of exhaustively searching for precoder combinations, that maximize the
sum-rate, in Remark 2 (below). That being said, W-MMSE [19] is one of the few algorithms
that guarantee locally optimal solutions (after large enough number of iterations). By including
Weighted-MMSE in the numerical results, we will provide insight into the relation between the
(locally) optimal sum-rate that can be achieved in a given network, and the sum-rate achieved
by our leakage-based scheme.
Remark 2 (Exhaustive Search for Optimal Precoder). We attempted to find globally optimal
sum-rate solutions (by quantizing the precoders at each antenna main, and exhaustively searching
for the optimum), for a small system with A = 2,M = 4, N = 2, UT = 16. We set a
reasonable number of precoder choices, to yield sum-rate values that are close to the true
optimum. Then, getting the optimal sum-rate, for each Monte Carlo point, was taking ∼ 20 hours.
Thus, simulating a 100 Monte Carlo points would be clearly infeasible. Similar limitations were
reported in [35], where the difficulty of exhaustively searching of a toy example (one BS with
2 antennas and 2 single antenna users), was underlined. These findings are direct consequences
of the NP-hard nature of the sum-rate maximization problem, which renders exhaustive search
too complex even for small toy examples.
A. Methodology
Recall that A is the total number of antenna domains, N and U the number of radio-heads
and users per antenna domain, respectively, and M the number of antennas at each radio-head.
Central processors, radio-heads and users are positioned within the area of interest, of size
A∆2, ∆ = 100m. While positions of central processors/radio-heads are fixed throughout the
simulation, users are dropped uniformly for each simulation realization (users are static and
mobility is only considered in Sec. V-C). Averaging is done over 100 different independent such
simulation realizations. To emulate LoS propagation in C-RAN, channels between radio-heads
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and users are assumed to be spatially correlated Rician (Kronecker model), with pathloss and
shadow fading. The parametrization is discussed at length in [16][Sect. VII-A]. Moreover, the
following schemes are investigated.
o Proposed UA method: Its operation is detailed in Sec III-D. Note that several choices
exits for the precoder design, such as zero forcing precoder, leakage minimizing precoder,
etc.. Throughout the numerical results, the initial precoders are selected as zero-forcing
(with equal power allocation among all users), to null all intra-AD interference (outlined in
Appendix B). Thus, the precoder is not iteratively updated within the proposed algorithm,
but rather fixed (it is chosen to be zero forcing, though many other choices exist).
We benchmark our proposed UA method against the following schemes:
o Distance-based assignment: Users are associated to radio-heads (and consequently antenna
domains) based on strongest channels (ρi users are associated to antenna domain i). Finally,
each antenna domain performs zero forcing to its users.
o W-MMSE (without UA): The set of assigned users is (randomly) selected in advance, and
fixed (no user assignment is performed). Then 10 iterations of W-MMSE are carried out,
to optimize the preocoders.
o ILM (without UA): Interference Leakage Minimization (ILM), by finding the well-known
leakage minimizing precoders [17]. It is a special case of our proposed method, where
assigned users are selected in advance and fixed and only precoding is done. The set of
assigned users is the same for W-MMSE and ILM.
B. Sum-rate Results
We first aim to investigate the sum-rate performance of a relatively small deployment with A =
2,M = 4, N = 2 radio-heads per antenna domain, and U = 8 users per antenna domain (for a
total of UT = 16 users), while varying the loading factors ρ. Note that sum-rate values are plotted
in log scale, for clarity. Fig. 3 shows the resulting sum-rate, and one can clearly see an increase
in the performance of all schemes, as ρ is decreased. This result is expected since interference
decreases as less users are served. More importantly, we see a very significant performance gap
between our proposed method, and both the distance-based and ILM benchmarks (recall that
ILM is nothing but our proposed scheme, without any UA). Moreover the aforementioned gap is
increasing with decreasing ρ. We also underline that the performance of our scheme is close to
that of W-MMSE, for ρ = 5, 6 in the medium/high SNR regime, and significantly outperforms
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it when ρ = 4. The latter is due to the fact that the proposed scheme can completely suppress
all interference (refer to the discussion below).
In addition, it is well established that schemes optimizing the interference leakage, are subop-
timal in the very low-SNR region. This is the reason behind the poor low SNR performance of
the proposed, ILM, and distance-based schemes (refer to [32] for a more detailed discussion). We
notice as well a rather quick degradation in the sum-rate of our proposed scheme, as the loading
factor increases. This sensitivity can be attributed to the specific choice of using zero-forcing
as precoding, in the numerical results. This does suggest that a careful choice of the loading
factors is needed, to avoid heavily-loaded cases, i.e., ρ = 6 in Fig. 3. Despite this shortcoming,
the proposed scheme still offers a significant improvement in sum-rate performance, over the
distance-based and ILM benchmarks (as sum-rate values displayed in log-scale).
Similar trends are observed by moving on to a larger setup where A = 4,M = 2, N = 6
radio-heads per antenna domain, and U = 6 users per antenna domain (for a total of UT = 24
users), as evidenced in Fig. 4. However, we clearly see that in this case, the performance gap
is indeed more pronounced than that of the previous case (Fig. 3): While the performance of
the benchmark increases with smaller ρ, this increase is significantly more pronounced for our
algorithm. In particular, for the case where ρ = 3, the gap is significant.
In the heavily loaded case (i.e., ρ = 6 in Fig. 3 and ρ = 5 in Fig. 4), the performance of
the distance-based assignment approaches that of our proposed scheme. We note that this only
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happens after 20 dBm, which is already on the upper limit of RRH transmit power. Moreover, for
realistic operating points, e.g., 15 dBm, our scheme has almost twice the sum-rate performance
of that same benchmark in Fig. 4 (in fact, that gap is still 2 bps/Hz at 20dBm). We recall that
this follows from the sum-rate values being displayed in log-scale.
We next investigate some specific choices of loading factors, i.e., deployments with A = 2,
N = 2, U = MN , and where the loading factor is appropriately chosen as ρ = U/2. In this
case, we also consider the performance of global zero-forcing, as an upper bound on the system
performance. Fig. 5 shows the sum-rate for such a system, for various values of M . Most
importantly, in this regime, our proposed algorithm coincides exactly with that of the global ZF
upper bound. This is due to the fact that in this case our scheme is able to totally suppress all
interference in the network. This finding can be generalized in the following way: Regarding
the choice of loading factors, when
∑
i ρi ≤ MN then the leakage can be completely nulled.
One can see this by considering a special case of the precoder design outlined in Appendix B,
by replacing U with ρi. It this case, it is straightforward to show that the interference leakage
is zero, when
∑
i ρi ≤ MN . This explains the above observed result where all interference is
completely nulled, turning the system into a (virtually) noise-limited one.
C. Effect of Mobility and Outdated CSI
We next address the issue of user mobility and lack of instantaneous CSI, when central
processors employ outdated CSI (for both the UA algorithm and precoding), and low user
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N = 1, U = 2, ρ = 1 N = 2, U = 4, ρ = 3 N = 3, U = 6, ρ = 4
Prop. 0.5329 7.5445 12.1334
Primal Opt 0.3443 6.7538 10.8226
DW decomp 0.2392 5.9249 9.3255
Error (DW) (%) 30.53 13.99 16.05
Error (Prop) (%) 54.78 11.71 12.11
TABLE I: Average total interference leakage: proposed algorithm vs DW lower bound vs globally
optimal, for A = 2,M = 2, U =MN
mobility: what is the performance loss associated with using CSI, from previous scheduling
time-slots? In this case we have used the same simulation scenario as that of Fig 3, under a
simple user mobility model (each user picks up a random direction of motion between 0− 2pi,
and random speed between 0 − 40 Km/h). The average SNR across all users is fixed to 12dB,
and the degradation (in percent) is measured w.r.t. the instantaneous CSI case. Fig 6 suggests
virtually no performance degradation when outdated CSI is between 1 and 10 ms, and negligible
degradation when using CSI from 100ms ago. This results in 2 − 100 times reduction in CSI
acquisition overhead, with little-to-no performance loss.
D. Bounds on Interference Leakage
We next compare the performance of the proposed BCD algorithm (Algorithm 1) against the
globally optimal solution (found via exhaustive search), as well as the DW lower bound. We first
look at the tightness of the DW decomposition, with respect to the globally optimal solution of
(P ). We consider a small scenario (A = 2), assuming no fading, and looking at the (average) total
interference leakage f , as metric. As seen in Table I, the error from approximating the globally
optimal solution of (P ), by the DW lower bound (solved using CGM in Table 2) is quite tolerable,
for ρ = 3, 4 (the case where ρ = 1 is not practically relevant). These results suggest that the
DW bound better approximates the solution to the UA problem, as the dimensions of the system
grow. However, verifying this hypothesis is challenging due to the exhaustive search step needed
for solving (P ). We also compare in Table I the performance of the proposed BCD algorithm
(Algorithm 1) against that of the globally optimal solution. We observe a similar trend here,
where the proposed BCD algorithm has a similar performance as the globally optimal solution,
for relevant cases.
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E. Communication Overhead and Complexity
At each central processor, the computational complexity of the proposed method (described
in Sec. III-D) is dominated by the matrix inversion (MN × MN) (refer to Appendix B),
and solving (10). The resulting complexity at each central processor is approximately Cprop =
(MN)2.5+U3T . Though intended to be distributed, W-MMSE can be deployed in a C-RAN setup.
Its complexity at each central processor can be approximated as Cwmmse = LWMMSE(MN)2.5,
where (MN)2.5 is due to matrix inversion[19], and LWMMSE is the number of iterations. Thus, it
is clear that Cwmmse/Cprop ≈ LWMMSE, as LWMMSE increases, implying a huge gap in complexity
(e.g., an order-of-magnitude for 10W-MMSE iterations). Moreover, it is known that the algorithm
is slow in convergence [20]. This becomes even more critical since W-MMSE requires more
iterations until convergence, as the system dimensions grow. Thus, its scalability is severely
limited which is a critical issue in densely deployed networks like C-RAN.
Moreover, we (roughly) estimate the cost associated with deploying the proposed method
(described in Sec. III-D), in terms of total communication overhead. We use the coarse measure
of counting the total number of required training symbols. The overhead of the proposed
approach chiefly consists of UA overhead in Algorithm 1 (totaling ALUA(UT/8) symbols, LUA
is the number of iterations for Algorithm 1)3, the CSI acquisition overhead (amounting to
UTAMN symbols), the data sharing overhead (equaling AU = UT symbols), and the radio-
head synchronization overhead (amounting to AU = UT symbols). Using the above reasoning,
we note that distributed coordination algorithms such as W-MMSE can be run in a C-RAN
context. The resulting overhead for W-MMSE is similar to that of the proposed scheme.
F. Discussions
A clear observation that follows from the above results (Fig. 5), is that huge performance gains
can be achieved when the loading factors are appropriately chosen. Though the performance of
our proposed scheme can be close to that of global ZF, it circumvents the corresponding need for
synchronizing all radio-heads in the system. Not surprisingly, we observe that the performance
depends on MN , the total number of transmit antennas in each antenna domain, rather than on
M and N , individually. We reiterate the fact that the performance of our proposed approach
depends on the initial state of the network (a direct consequence of our definition for the UA
3We assume that each assignment vector xk is encoded into 8-bits.
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problem). Our results also suggest that both the proposed BCD-based algorithm (Algorithm 1),
and the DW lower bound approximate well the globally optimal solution to the UA problem,
for practical cases. With that in mind, solving the DW problem via the low-complexity CGM
provides an efficient means of estimating (optimistically) the residual interference in the network,
after applying the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We formulated the UA problem in a multi-AD C-RAN as an integer optimization problem
(using the interference leakage as metric), and showed that it can be efficiently solved by a BCD
scheme. Motivated by lack of optimality guarantees on the BCD solution, we argued the need
for ‘good’ lower bounds on the problem (i.e., the total interference leakage). We investigated
several classical lower bounds and showed that the DW problem offers tighter bounds than the
dual problem, and adapted the Column Generation Method to (globally) solve the DW problem.
Our numerical results showed that the proposed UA algorithm is within a 20% sum-rate gap
compared to W-MMSE, however with ten times lower complexity: It offers a scalable alternative
to W-MMSE-type approaches which are ill-suited to operate in densely deployed C-RANs. We
also observed that it outperforms W-MMSE, under some specific loading conditions. Finally, the
proposed UA algorithm and the DW lower bound seem to approximate the optimal solution to
the UA problem, with acceptable error, in practical setups.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
The fact that (P ) can be rewritten in vector form, i.e., (P2), is straightforward and can be
skipped. As for rewriting (P ) in matrix form, i.e., (P3), we first recall that for any Q ∈ Rm×m,
1TQ1 =
∑m
i=1
∑m
j=1Qi,j , and rewrite the cost function in (P ) as,
f = tr[1T (XTΨX )1]− tr(XTΨX ) = tr(XTΨX11T )− tr(XTΨX ) = tr (XTΨXΩ) (19)
where we used the fact that tr(AB) = tr(BA), and let Ω , 11T − IA. Moreover, the loading
constraint can be rewritten as,
∑
im
xk,im = ρk, ∀k ⇔ 1TX = [ρ1, ..., ρA] ⇔ X T1 = ρ. The
assignment constraint can be reformulated as,
∑A
k=1 xk,im ≤ 1, ∀im ∈ UT ⇔X1 ≤ 1.
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B. Precoding Design for Numerical Evaluations
We provide some guidelines for the precoder design needed for the numerical evaluations
in Sec. V. For convenience, we let H i,j ,
[
hTi,j1, · · · , hTi,jU
]T
, H i,j ∈ CU×MN , and V i ,
[v i1 , · · · , v iU ], V i ∈ CMN×U , denote the channel between the antennas of antenna domain i
and the users of antenna domain j, and the matrix of precoding vectors for antenna domain i,
respectively. This precoder is defined as,
V ⋆i =
{
argmin
V i∈CMN×U
tr(V †iRiV i) s. t. H i,iV i = βiIU (20)
where Ri ,
∑
j∈A
j 6=i
H †i,jH i,j , and βi is a design parameter to fulfill a maximum transmit power.
Note that in this specific design choice, intra-AD is nulled (following the constraint in (20)) The
precoder is the optimal solution to the above, and is given by,
V ⋆i =
√
U R−1i H
†
i,i
(
H i,iR
−1
i H
†
i,i
)−1
/‖R−1i H †i,i
(
H i,iR
−1
i H
†
i,i
)−1
‖F . (21)
Moreover, for U ≤MN , the problem is feasible almost surely.
C. Proof of Lemma 1
Note that the following is a direct consequence of (10)
f({x(n)k }) ≥ f(x(n+1)1 , z (n)1 ) ≥ f(x(n+1)2 , z (n)2 )... ≥ f(x(n+1)A , z (n)A ) , f({x(n+1)k })
where the last equality follows from the fact that f(x
(n+1)
A , z
(n)
A ) corresponds to the case where
all variables (x1, ....,xA), are updated. It follows that the sequence {f(x(n)1 , ...,x(n)A )}n converges
to a limit point fo.
D. Proof of Lemma 2
Let η =
∑
k
∑
l 6=k ρkρl. The left inequality follows immediately from the fact that the DW
decomposition is always a lower bound on the problem - by construction (Sec IV-A). Moreover,
the right one is obtained from upper bounding f(X ⋆) and lower bounding fDW(w
⋆),
f(X ⋆) =
∑
k
∑
l 6=k
x⋆
T
k Ψx
⋆
l ≤
∑
k
∑
l 6=k
σmax[Ψ]‖x⋆k‖2‖x⋆l ‖2
(d.1)
= σmax[Ψ]
∑
k
∑
l 6=k
ρkρl = σmax[Ψ]η
where (d.1) follows from the fact that x⋆k must be feasible: thus, ‖x⋆k‖2 is the sum of all non-zero
elements, and equal to ρk. Moreover, a simple/naive lower bound can be obtained on PDW by
relaxing the first constraint,
fDW(w
⋆) ≥ min
1Tw=1,
w≥0
αTw
(d.1)
= min
1≤j≤S
αj = min
j
tr(QTjΨQjΩ)
(d.2)
≥ ησmin[Ψ]
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where (d.1) follows from the fact that problem is a special LP, whose solution is obtained
in Definition 2. Moreover, (d.2) follows similar reasoning used for lower bounding d(λ⋆) in
Appendix D. The first and second bound follows from combining (d.1) and (d.2) respectively.
E. Dual Problem Analysis
The dual problem, (D), is defined as,
(D)max
λ≥0
d(λ) = {min
X∈Sρ
tr(XTΨXΩ) + λT (X1 − 1)} (22)
and written equivalently as (some steps are omitted due to limited space),
(D5) max
λ,ζ
ζ s. t. α +ΓTλ ≥ ζ1, λ ≥ 0UT
Letting µ = [λ, ζ ]T , c = [0, 1]T , and Γ¯
T
= [−ΓT , 1], (D5) is equivalent to,
(D6) max
µ
cTµ s. t. Γ¯
T
µ ≤ α, µ ≥ 0 (23)
where c = [0, 1]T , and Γ¯
T
= [−ΓT , 1]. The above problem is a LP, and since strong duality
holds, we work with its (equivalent) dual form. Pluging in the values of Γ¯ and c, (D6) becomes,
(D7) min
w
αTw s. t. Γw ≤ 0, 1Tw ≥ 1, w ≥ 0 (24)
F. Proof of Lemma 3
Let η =
∑
k
∑
l 6=k ρkρl. The left inequality follows immediately from weak duality. Moreover,
the right one is obtained from upper bounding f(X ⋆) and lower bounding d(λ⋆). The upper bound
on f(X ⋆) follows the same reasoning as that of Appendix D, and yields f(X ⋆) ≤ σmax[Ψ]η.
Using the dual problem in (22), we formulate the optimal dual solution (and its lower bound),
d(λ⋆) = min
xk∈B
UT ,∀k
xTk 1=ρk,∀k
∑
k
xTk (
∑
l 6=k
Ψxl + λ
⋆)− 1Tλ⋆
≥ min
xk∈B
UT ,∀k
xTk 1=ρk,∀k
∑
k
(∑
l 6=k
(σmin[Ψ]‖xk‖2‖xl‖2) + xTkλ⋆
)
− 1Tλ⋆
(f.2)
= σmin[Ψ]η − 1Tλ⋆ +
∑
k
min
xk∈B
UT
xTk 1=ρk
xTkλ
⋆ (f.3)= σmin[Ψ]η − 1Tλ⋆ +
∑
k
min
xk≥0
xTk 1=ρk
xTkλ
⋆
(f.4)
= σmin[Ψ]η − 1Tλ⋆ +
∑
k
ρk
(
min
zk≥0
zTk 1=1
zTkλ
⋆
)
(f.5)
= σmin[Ψ]η − 1Tλ⋆ +
∑
k
ρk min
i
[λ⋆]i
Note that (f.2) follows from the fact that ‖xk‖2 = ρk for any feasible xk. (f.3) is due to the fact
that the problem is a MILP. Furthermore, we show that it satisfied the integrality property (as
per Definition 1): then, relaxing the binary constraint into a continuous one, yields the optimal
solution. Finally, (f.4) is obtained by letting zk = xk/ρk, and (f.5) from the fact that the problem
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is a Special LP whose solution is detailed in Definition 2. The final result follows by combining
the above result with (d.1).
G. The Two Antenna Domain Case
We focus in this section on the case of two antenna domains. Firstly, the cost function is given
by f(x1,x2) = x
T
1 (Ψ +Ψ
T )x2 , x
T
1 Ψ¯x2, and the assignment constraint is always satisfied (it
can be dropped). Assuming full-load conditions with equal loading (i.e., ρ1 = ρ2 = UT/2), the
relation x2 = 1−x1, can be used to express the UA problem in terms of x1 only: we thus drop
all subscripts, and the loading constraint becomes, 1Tx = ρ, and Sρ = {x ∈ BUT | 1Tx = ρ}.
(P2) takes the following simple form,
(P4) : f(x
⋆) = min
x∈Sρ
f(x) = (xTΨ¯1 − xTΨ¯x) (25)
We use a ‘DW-like’ transformation to reformulate (P4), into an equivalent form, using Lemma 4
(that is shown below). Applying it to (P4) yields,
(P5) w
⋆ =
{
argmin wTα s. t. wT1 = 1,w ≥ 0
where α = [α1, ...., αS]
T , αj = u
T
j Ψ¯1−uTj Ψ¯uj, ∀j = 1, ..., S, and {uj}Sj=1 denotes the elements
of Sρ. Note that this last problem falls under the category of special LPs, and following the
discussion in Definition 2, its solution is an elementary vector. Thus, the optimal solution to
(P5) is given by x
⋆ = uj⋆, where j
⋆ = argmin1≤j≤S αj . Consequently, for the two antenna
domain case, solving for x⋆ reduces to just finding the minimum of the S-dimensional vector,
α. Although this is similar in complexity to exhaustively searching for (P ), it does provide a
systematic means of doing that.
Lemma 4. Let p(Z) be a non-convex function, and consider the following integer program
(Q) Z ⋆ = argmin p(Z) s. t. Z ∈ S, where S = {W j | j = 1, ..., n} (26)
Letting [θ]j , p(W j), j = 1, ..., n, (Q) is equivalent to,
(Q) t⋆ =
{
argmin pd(t) = t
Tθ s. t. tT1 = 1, t ≥ 0, (27)
The proof follows from considering the following “DW-like” mapping, S = {Z =∑j tjW j | tT1 =
1, t ∈ Bn} (g.1). Then, the cost in (Q) is written as p(Z) =∑j tjp(W j). Letting t = [t1, ..., tn]T ,
and θj = p(W j), (Q) is equivalent to,
(Q) argmin pd(t) = t
Tθ s. t. tT1 = 1, t ∈ Bn (28)
It can be verified that the mapping in (g.1) is one-to-one from Z to t.
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